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Filberts need deep, fertile, well-drained land. Frosty lo
cations are no drawback to growing filberts. 

Plant early in winter or spring at distances of 20 to 25 
feet. Set as shallow as possible but still deep enough to keep 
the roots in moist soil during the summer months. 

Cultivation as for other fruits will be found necessary 
for best results. Heavy production will be necessary to 
compete with foreign importation . 

The Barcelona is the commercial variety usually plant
ed. Daviana, Du Chilly, and White Aveline are the varieties 
planted for cross-pollination purposes. 

Nearly all filbert trees are grown by layerage. Those 
grown an additional year in the nursery make much better 
trees. 

Thinning out in pruning is the best practice. Supple
ment pruning with good cultivation and fertilization for 
tree vigor and growth. 

Pick all nuts from the ground promptly and dry to 
avoid molding. Do not put wet nuts in sacks or heaps. 

Bacterial filbert blight is best controlled by cutting out 
infected parts. Bud mite and aphis can be controlled by 
proper sprays . 

A system of grading has been established . 
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Filberts· 
By 

C. E. SCHUSTER, Horticulturist (Pomology). 

INTRODUCTION 

The filbert has been cultivated from early days. Pliny narrates: "Fil
berts and hazels which also are a kind of nut and were called heretofore 
Abellinae, of their native place ... They come out of Fontus into N atolia 
and Greece and therefore they be called Pontick nuts .. . . These filberts 
likewise are covered with a soft bearded husk, and as well the shell as the 
kernel is round and solid, all of one entire piece." He ·refers to Cato and 
Theophrastus as early writers mentioning . hazels . The filbert was con
nected with European mythology and witchcraft, and even today with 
many people a hazel wand is used in locating underground water . 

The name filbert is supposed by some to have originated from "full 
beard" referring to the husk entirely covering the nut . By others it is 
thought to have been derived from St. Philibert, as August 22 is dedicated 
to him, which date corresponds in England to the ripening date of the 
earliest filberts. 

DISTRICTS ADAPTED TO FILBERTS 

The Willamette Valley and corresponding territory in Washington 
have been proved suitable for filbert growing . Here the filberts have been 
growing for nearly three decades, and results warrant the belief that fil
berts are a commercial success in these places. Tests of filberts have been 
made for the past few years in various other sections of the state, and indi
cations are that filberts can be grown more or Jess commercially in other • 
territories Qutside of the Willamette Valley. - The fact that the catkins will 
kill at a temperature of about 15° below zero will prohibit the grow.th of 
filberts commercially in some parts of Eastern Oregon. The use of the 
filberts along the Coast has not yet been fully demonstrated, although 
some are doing very well in the Coast Range mountains. There is still con
siderable experimental work and testing to be done before the value of 
this fruit can be definitely determined for many parts of the state. 

LOCATION 

Filberts can be grown on different locations, including foot-hills and 
river-bottoms, provided the requirements of soil, as indicated later, are 
complied with. As the pistillate flowers, which are the tenderest to cold 
of any part of the tree, can withstand temperatures of 12° to 15° F. when 
in full bloom, frosty locations are not prohibitive to fiibert planting . It 
may be that these colder places will more readily reach temperatures below 

*Note: Parts have been reprinted from Agric . Exp . Sta . Bui. 208, August, 1924. 

I 
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12° to 15° F., and for that r easo n may not be so desirable a s the higher 
locations . So far as ordinary fro st s are concerned, however, frosty loca
tions can be used for filberts wh ere not suitable for other fruit s . 

SOIL 

The exact type of soil best adapted to filberts will vary with the differ
ent districts, but should be deep, fertile, and well drained . 

Depth. Soil is considered deep eno ugh for filberts when it is four feet 
or more in depth. Such a depth insures capacity for the storage of suf
ficient moisture throughout the summer. This depth of soil should be 
considered as the depth above rock, impervious hard-pan, or water-table . 

Fertility_ A large amount of fertility is essential to the proper develop
ment of the filbert tr ee. As th e fruit is usually borne later ally on one-year
old wood, plant food should be present in sufficient quantity so that, with 
a plentiful supply of moisture, a good vegetative growt h can be obtained 
each season . Attempts to obtain this growth by means other than high 
fertility will in the end meet with failure. Other methods, such as heavy 
pruning, may be temporarily successfu l, but cannot be depended upon 
permanently. 

Fertility can best be maintained in an orchard by the use of cover 
crops. The use of cover crops in the early life of a planting will insure the 
maintenance of fertility. At the same time, by the presence of humus, 
cover crops will maintain the moisture -holdin g capacity of the soil. The 
use of barnyard manure, if obtainable, is beneficial at all times. 

Commercial fertilizers are to be considered as supp lementary to the 
cover-crop system. Where the soil has been badly depleted of plant fooa, 
comm ercia l fertilizers can then be used temporaril y or until the cover 
crops have begun to build up the soil. In many cases the soil becomes so 
t>oor that commercial fertilizers are of direct benefit in obtaining a growth 
of the cover crop. For greatest benefits from the cover crop it sho uld be 
sowed late in summer or as early in the fall as possible and then plowed 
down ear ly in the spring to insure a thorough decomposition without the 
use of large amounts of moisture during the summer time, when the 
moisture is required by the tree s. It is frequently the case that, with the 
poorer soils, it takes several years before a satisfactory cover crop can 
finally be grown. 

Drainage. Filberts will not thrive in water-logged soils. The trees will 
survive under very adverse conditions, but the growth and the crop will be 
in proportion as the cond it ions approac h th e optimum for filberts. While 
the fruit is a hard nut, the presence of plenty of moisture is necessary for 
the development of good size in the fruit. The filbert roots make a very 
extensive growth during the winter time in Western Oregon, but if the 
soil is water-logged this growth is retarded, or entirely inhibited. All 
growth of the tree is dependent on the formation of new rootlets and 
root-hairs. When this is prevented, to a large extent by excess water, 
growth Ts correspondingly decreased. As a result of the decreased root 
growth, when the demand comes during the growing season, or in the 
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summer for large amounts of plant food and moisture, the root system has 
not made the increase to allow a good vigorous growth of the top. 

It has often been stated that filberts will do well where the wild hazel 
grows. Without doubt where the very large, vigorous wild hazel grows, 
there filberts will grow well. While the wild hazel will grow in many 

Fig. I. Above, female, and below, male catkins in bloom. 

places, the growth may be such that the tree is nothing but a shrub. If 
planted in such places, the filbert will behave in a simi lar manner. The 
planting of filberts where the wild hazel grows should ' therefore be only 
in those locations where the hazel grows very large and very vigorously. 

With the plantings going on at the present time, and with the importa
tions coming in from foreign countries, it would seem without doubt 
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that competition in the filbert industry will be as keen as in other phases 
of fruit growi n g, so that the orchards loca te<;! where the production will be 
only average or below will in many cases prove unprofitable. There is 
enoug h fertile land in Oregon to grow all the filberts needed without 
locating them on soi l that is doubtful in depth, fertility, or dr ainage . 

VARIETIES OF FILBERTS 

A number of filbert varieties have been grown and tested in the Pacific 
Northwest. Some individual collections now contain more than 60 named 
varieties of filberts. In addition to these named varieties lar ge numbers of 
seedlings have been under observation, but very few have come to public 
attention . 

The Barcelona and its pollenizers make up nearly all the commercia l 
plantings in Oregon as this variety has been found most suitable. In 
Washington the Du Chilly has been planted commercially to a certain 
extent as a companion variety to the Barcelona. 

Barcelona (Grosse Blanche, Grosse Blanche de Angleterre, Rouge Ronde). 
Tree spread in g, vigorous, productive; nut medium to large, oval to triangu
lar in cross-section outline; base faidy flat, swelling out above and coming 
to more or less blunt point. Shell medium thick; color rich brown with 
darker striping lost in pubescence on upper one-third of shell. Husk one
third longer than nut, opens and sheds nut freely. One to eight nuts in a 
cluster. Introduced by Felix Gillette in 1885 as Grosse Blanche de Angle
terre, renamed by him Barcelona. In 1895 he had listed the Barcelona 
from Spain. Felix Gillette claimed _the two to be identical. 

Daviana (Des Anglais) . Tree vigorous, upright, close growing, very light 
producing. Nut very simi lar to Cosford. Tree very subject to bud mite. 
Ha s proved good pollenizer for Barcelona and Du Chilly. A seedling 
raised by Richard Webb of Calcot Gardens. Introduced by Felix Gillette 
in 1888. 

Du Chilly. Tree, medium vigorous, spreading, growth distinctive as 
shoots tend strongly to come out at right-angles. Production medium . Nut 
large, long, flatt ened; she ll medium thick, slightly rough. Husk one-third 
to three-fourth s lon ger than nut. Nut does not drop freely. Pollenizer for 
Barcelona. Introduced from France by Felix Gillette prior to 1887. 

White Aveline ( Aveline Grosse Ronde, White filbert) . Tree medium size 
to sma ller ; fairly vigorous; production medium. Nut distinguished from 
·Red Aveline by white skin of kernel. Catkins have grayish yellow color as 
compared to th e red or purple of Red and Purple Aveline. Excellent pol-
lenizer for Barcelona. · 

Many other varieties, both old and new, are as yet in the trial stage 
so far as being complete ly proved as commercial varieties. Of the new 
varieties the Brixnut is undoubtedly the best. This is a large nut of the 
round type, with approximately the same percentage of kernel as the 
Barcelona . The shell, being somewhat thinner, is not as well filled with 
kernel as many others . The trees ar e ge nerally prolific. They -have a pro
nounced spreading, sprawling habit. 
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Any new variety, before taking a definite recommended place, must be 
grown for years under commercial conditions. While many growers may 
be justified in planting a new variety, those wishing the safe, tested program 
will plant the old standard varieties. 

Fig. 2. Shoot laid down for continuous layerage. 
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POLLINATION 

The self-sterility of filberts makes interplanting of varieties a necessity 
in order to afford cross -pollination. S.ince the planting of one single variety 
will invariably produce a few scattering nut s, self-sterility can not be said 
to be absolute, but it is near enough in a commercial sense to be considered 
as sterility. This has been shown to be true both in an experimental way 
and from the experience of growers in the past. 

The Barcelona has generally been interplanted with some or all of the 
following varieties: Daviana, Du Chilly, and White Aveline. Of these 
three, the White Aveline is the least desirable from the tree standpoint, 
because it is apt to be small and low. 

A good pollenizer should stand erect so that the pollen will be well 
scattered over the field by the breeze . 

Of the pollenizers the Du Chilly bears the heaviest crops. The Daviana 
bears few nuts, owing to the attack of a bud mjte on the pistillate flowers, 
while the White Aveline bears a small crop of nuts that must be husked by 
hand. The two last-named varieties are of value in the orchard for their 
pollenizing ability and not from the production standpoint. 

The Nottingham has proved to be a good pollenizer for the Barcelona, 
as well as a good bearer, but it is very scarce and practically unobtainable . 
The Montebello has been reported as an excellent pollenizer for the Barce
lona . The Merveille de Bolwyller (Hailes Giant) is sometimes rated very 
good for the late blossoms of the Barcelona, but often it sheds its pollen 
too late for these blossoms. 

When the Du Chilly is planted as the main variety it is readily pollen
ized by the Alpha, Clackamas, Merveille de Bolwyller, and Daviana. Other 
lesser known varieties have been reported as successful in the pollination 
of the Du Chilly. 

The combination of the Barcelona, Du Chilly, Daviana, and White 
Aveline, as is usually planted in a commercial orchard, is satisfactory for 
cross-pollination and the production of the maximum crops from these 
varieties. There are other varieties of filberts that may undoubt ed ly be 
excellent in the pollination of the Barcelona, but either they have not been 
tried a long enough time, or they are so scarce in numbers that it would be 
impracticable to provide sufficient numbers of them for the pollination 
of a commercial orchard. 

Many growers have attempted to do their pollination by the use of 
the wild hazel pollen, brought in on branches at the time the pollen was 
shed. This has failed in every case not ed. 

With the Barcelona there is a long period during which the pistillate 
flowers are opening (Fig. 1 ) . The pollen shedding of any of the pollenizers 
is relatively short. In some years the short pollen-shedding season will 
not coincide with maturity of the greatest number of pistillate flowers. 
Because of this fact, if any variety is used alone, pollination results may 
not be satisfactory. This is apparently the case in a planting when 
Du Chilly has been used alon e. The Du Chilly sheds its pollen fairly late 
and in some seasons will be able to pollenize only the later of the Barcelona 
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flowers. The best result s to date hav e bee n where all three pollenizers 
noted above have been used. 

One pollenizer to eight Barcelona trees has been the regular planting 
system in use. This affords good distribution of pollen. The use of one 
pollenizer to five Barcelona trees is not out of proportion during the early 
life of the planting and during some seasons. The .re is no question that 
during favorable periods and in the later life of the planting a smaller 
number of pollenizers will be effective. It is in the unfavorable seasons 
that occur so frequently that a greater number of pollenizers will un
doubtedly prove their worth. 

A pollenizer placed every third tree in every third row gives the best 
distribution of pollen when the pollenizers are used in the ratio of one to 

Fig . 3. Layered tree grown in nursery for one year, showing origin of suckers (A). The 
more of the original layered shoot left the greater the possibility of suckers. 

eight. When more than one variety is used as pollenizers they are planted 
in rotation. In that case any one variety can only occur every sixth or 
ninth tree in every third row. 

Artificial pollination can be had in an orchard lacking it by bringing 
in limbs with unopened catkins of the proper variety. If taken just as the 
first pollen is shedding and the limbs put in suspended buckets, consider
able viable pollen will be shed that will aid in setting a small number of 
nuts. This is not practical on a large scale but can be used ir-i a limited way 
until the trees planted or grafted for that purpose begin to shed pollen. 

• 
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PROPAGATION 

Filberts can be propagated in several ways . Nearly all of the commer
cial orchards in the state of Oregon are from stock where propagation has 
been carried on by layerage. 

Except when prices of nursery stock are high, propagation by layer
age cannot be advised in a nut-bearing orchard. Propagation is detrimental 
to the tree in its growth and, from a nut-producing standpoint, is not 
justified. Where the grow er is aiming to produce an orchard that will yield 
heavily, the suckers should be kept down and not used for propagation . 
Separate stocks are used in raising the young trees . 

Seedlings. Trees raised from seed are generally of little value. An · 
occasional tree may show merit, but the greater number will be of type 
inferior to the parent tree . Each tree will have an individual group of 
characteristics and may or may not have characteristics similar to the 
parent tree or similar to the other trees raised from the same lot of seed . 
The use of seedling filbert trees is comparable to the use of seedling apple 
trees. 

Suckers. From the base of the tree, or the crown, numerous suckers 
will grow up. If the earth is heaped up around the base of these shoots 
they will in time take root . This is probably the simplest method of propa
gating the filbert. By this mean s a smaller number of trees are raised than 
by other methods . . Propagation by suckers and by layerage, as described 
later on, can only be carried on with those trees that have been propagated 
in a similar manner . The use of layerage, or suckers, fr om trees that have 
been grafted or budded can not be advised owing to the fact that the roots 
from which the suckers will arise are of a seedling nature, and therefore 
the new tree s will not come true to the varietal name . 

Cuttings. From the earliest writings up to those of the present time 
directions have b een given for the production of trees from cuttings . The 
cuttings to be used were those 8 to 12 inches long, taken in the fall and then 
handled as is usual with other cuttings . Experience has proved this to be a 
rather poor method . Only a small percentage will root, and these will 
usually be found to be the basal cuts . As the suckers stand in the ground 
a certain portion of the lower bark becomes lighter in color than the 
upper part . A cutting with that section on it, or even when the whole 
sucker is used, will be apt to take root and in time make a tree. Cuttings 
made from above the ground will not root under ordinary conditions. 
Where the ba sal cuts are used, from 20 to 50 percent of the cuttings will 
take root, but where cuttings are included from that section of the shoot 
above ground the percentage decreases according to the number of cuttings 
from the upper part of the shoots that are made and used. 

Semihardwood cuttings made by the breaking off of the current sea
son's growth with an attached heel have also been recommended . In 1923 
two thousand such cuttings wer e tried. These were taken at intervals of 
two weeks from June 1 to September 1. Only one rooted, and that died 
before the following spring. 

Continuous layerage. Continuous layerage is the method most gen
erally in use . The soil is scr aped away to a depth of several inches to allow 
the earth to be heaped on later in the season. The shoot to be layered is 
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notched near the point of the attachment to the trunk to allow of easy 
bending down. After being bent down the shoot is staked to the gro und 
(Fig. 2). As the new shoots begin to grow up from this layered shoot, soil 
is thrown around the shoots and heaped in until six to eight inches in 

Fig . 4. Tree grown in nursery one year. Old wood cut away. If tree is planted as shallow 
as possible the suckers must arise near the surface of the ground. 

depth. By having the soil deep, roots will develop both on the layered 
shoots and on the new growth . If successful, each new shoot will have 
developed a sufficient root system by early winter to be used in planting 
new orchards. If not sufficiently rooted, they can be placed in the nursery 
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and by another year will have developed good healthy roots. This cla ss of 
material has made up the bulk of the nursery stock used in planting filbert 
orchards up to the present time. The demand for trees was so keen that 
the nurserymen were not justified in growing trees for another year in the 
nursery, while the trees grown in the nursery for a year or two were 
invariably poorly rooted trees that were unsalable the first year. As the 
production of trees is increasing, the number of good trees grown for a 
year in the nursery is also increasing. These trees are far more suitable 
than trees just from the layer. 

The layered tree as cu t away from the original shoot has a piece of the 
old shoot ,attached from which suckers will frequently develop vigorously 
(Fig . 3). If the young trees are grown in the nursery for a year, strong 
roots will develop above the old layered wood. This old wood can then be 
cut away, thus reducing the possibility of suckering (Fig. 4 ). Without 
doubt the two-year-old trees grown from well-rooted layered stock, either 
continuous or tip layered, will be found better than those just from layers. 
Suckers will not develop from the roots of the filbert, nor can cuttings 
be made from roots. 

Those raised from continuous layerage in general develop the buds in 
a single plane, forming a fan-shaped tree. This fan-shaped tree will in time 
fill in the open places but will take longer to make a well-balanced tree. 
By cutting back heavily a top can be developed from a new shoot, on which 
the buds will be whorled. 

Tip layerage. Tip layerage can also be used, but only for a small num
ber the first year. The shoot is bent in a V-shape, burying the lower part 
of the V from six to eight inches in depth (Fig. 5). Usually from the bend 
of the layered shoot .two or three new shoots will grow. These can be 
layered the following season, giving a greater number of young trees. For 
some unknown cause, there is always a small loss of trees through the 
dying of the layered shoots just above the crook. 

This type of layerage gives a tree with the buds in a regular whorl 
around the trunk. 

Budding and grafting. Budding and grafting have been little used 
until the past few years. Even now, the number of trees budded and grafted 
is relatively small, making up but a very small percentage of the com
mercial plantings at the present time. 

Budding and grafting of filberts demand more care than is usual with 
other fruits. The ordinary cleft graft and whip graft are commonly used 
in grafting while the shield bud is used in the budding work. Grafting can 
be done at the usual time for grafting of fruit trees, just before the buds 
break. Scion wood must be dormant and of the previous year's growth. It 
should be taken early in February or earlier in order for it to be dormant, 
as the filbert breaks buds very early in the season. Scion wood can be 
packed in damp moss, sawdust, or similar material and stored in a cool 
place. In some seasons grafting gives very excellent results. In other 
seasons for some unknown cause the percentage of success will be rela
tively low. Grafting has been used to a limited extent in topworking worth
less varieties or seedlings that have developed in this section. This is 
considered more advantageous than to pull out the trees and then replant 
with younger trees. 
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Nuts from the commercial varieties have usually been planted in orde.r 
to raise seedlings for nursery stock. There is a limited use of the Turkish 
filbert, C olylus colitrna. This is non-suckering. It is being tried out as a stock 
for the commercial varieties of filberts although it has not yet been 
thoroughly demonstrated as the best for that purpose. 

The suckering of some of the commercial varieties like the Barcelona 
is a point that worries many people in developing a filbert planting. While 
the commercial varieties or other varieties planted in a commercial way to 
afford pollination all sucker, the variation is considerable. Any filbert tree 
will sucker at times unless it is of a type or a species that is naturally 
non-suckering . 

Fig. 5. Method of tip layerage. New sho ots growing at the bend that can be used for 
layerage the following season. 

The comparative value of seedling and layered stock is a much dis
cussed problem. In making comparisons the same aged roots should be 
used but that apparently has not been done. The advantage apparently 
should be with the two- or three-year-old seedling root as against the lay
ered root with its current season's growth only. 

The tree grafted on a seedling root will have a two- to three-year-old 
root. Herein lies one disadvantage to the grower as a root that takes three 
years to make a tree large enou gh for transplanting is of less value than one 
that requires two years. Seedling roots are found to be variable unless the 
slower growing ones are eliminated. 

Layered trees can be made uniform if well propagated, but only a few 
nurserymen have made any attempt at this. By growing in a nursery for 
a year or two uniform large-rooted trees can be had. 
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The Barcelona is a vigorous growing variety that suckers readily and 
excessively if certain layered wood is left on. Other varieties differ in this 
respect. Seedling roots will also vary in this, but only a very . few will be 
non-suckering . 

If seedling roots are to be used obtain those that will give a large tree 
in the nursery by the end of the second year. If layered stock is to be plant
ed buy from the nursery trees with a root system as nearly like that in 
Fig . 4 as possible rather than those of the type shown in Fig. 3. This latter 
type is the kind of root system that has put the layered tree in disrepute . 

PLANTING 

Time of planting. Early planting should be practiced with all fruit 
trees. By early planting is meant planting the trees as soon as they can be 
obtained from the nursery in a dormant condition and when the soil is in 
fit condition to be worked. Early planting gives the trees a chance to 
develop their root system throughout the winter season. A tree so planted 
will be able, when growth starts in the spring, to furnish plant food in 
abundance to the growing parts of the tree. 

Late planting, on the other hand, will not give time for the roots to 
make much growth before the buds start in the spring. With a small root 
system it is impossible for the tree to take in a sufficient supply of raw 
plant food that can be elaborated by the leaves. Without a sufficient supply 
of elaborated plant food, growth of either the top or the root will be 
limited. Late planting should be avoided under all conditions wherever 
possible, as the trees will more or less stand still throughout the summer . 

Distance apart. The minimum distance apart for planting of filbert 
trees is considered to be 20 feet on the poorer soil, while on good soil the 
trees should be placed at least 25 feet apart. In the first plantings made in 
this state, filberts were planted 12 to 15 feet apart . The large . growth of 
the trees since then has shown this distance to be entirely too close. The 
tendency at the present time is for greater distances between trees. As 
data are accumulated as to the full development of mature trees the recom
mended distance may be increased beyond 25 feet. It does not pay to 
crowd the trees as they will make a good-sized growth and in the develop
ment of the root system will need considerable soil for support. 

Staking the orchard. The first essential in laying out an orchard is to 
establish base lines-two or more where .the trees are to be planted on the 
square system, and one where the orchard is to be laid out on the hexagonal 
system . · 

For the square system select one side of the field from which a line can 
be laid off parallel to • the fence or road, using this side as the base line AB 
(Fig. 6). With a tape or other measure lay out 60 feet on this line AB. 
Then on the line AC approximately at right-angles to base line AB, lay off 
80 feet, striking an arc and using A as a pivot point. From point B with a 
line 100 feet long strike another arc. Where the arc of AD and ED inter
sect will be the point through which the line AC may be located permanent
ly and at right-angles to the base line AB . 

It is generally of advantage to lay off another base line at the opposite 
point of the field from A on the base line AB. 
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As equipment in laying off by the square system, or by the hexagonal 
system, one should be provided with a set of wires of the same length as 
the distance apart that the trees will be set out. These are two wires with 
one end joined together in a sma ll ring and the free ends fastened to sep
arate rings. After staking off the base line at the intervals desired for the 
tree, staking of the tract can commence. By placing the wire over stake 1 
and stake X, and drawing it taut, a stake can then be placed at point M. 
Move the wires over so that the ring can be placed over stake M and stake 
2; a stake can then be placed at the center ring at point N. This process 
can be carried on indefinitely, backward _and forward across the field, until 
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Fig. 6. Laying out the orchard by the square method. 

the field is completely staked out. The wires should be held in the same 
plane and drawn up to the same degree of tautness. Occasional checking 
by sighting or by remeasuring the · wires will be necessary to straighten 
out the rows, especially if the field is uneven. 

A long wire with soldered points on . it indicating the points at which 
stakes are to be se t is often used. 
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Other methods of s takin g out can be u sed, such as the use of tr ans it 
or by si ghtin g fr om two sides of the field with a man to set the stakes at the 
points desired. On th e whole it will probably be found that th e use of wire 
is the quick es t a nd simplest m et hod that can be employed for land not too 
uneven. 

For th e trian gular or h exagona l system one ba se line only is needed, 
spaced at the re gular int erval s for the planting of the trees. Placin g the 
rin gs ove r s tak es 1 and 2 (Fig . 7), the wires are drawn tight and a stake is 
se t at M. Then move over until the rings are over stakes 2 and 3; th e s take 
is then placed at N and so on throughout the field. In using this m ethod 
the row s will each time becom e short er so that it will be necessary to fill 
out the side of the field. By placing one free rin g over Min the second row 
and O in the third row, as illu strated, a stake can be placed at Y so that the 
third row will be length ened out to the normal length. 

Using the planting board. To keep the trees well lined up after the 
field has been staked out the planting board is of value. This board is three 
to four feet lon g with a notch at each end and one in the cent er. Before 
digging the hole the board is so placed that the stake showing where the 
tree will be fills in the center notch. Then place a stak e at each end of the 
board, when the center stake and th e board can be taken up. After th e hole 
is dug, place the planting board over th e two remaining stakes. With the 
tree at the center notch, the alignment of the original staking can be 
retained. The tips of the notches in the board should be in line with each 
other and the board must be u sed in one position only. 

Setting the tree. Digging the holes any length of time ahead is not 
advisable. Exposure to the weather will tend to harden the sides of the 
holes, especia lly with certain types of soi l, so that easy penetration of the 
so il by the roots cannot be had. 

In transferring the tree to the field, avoid allowing the roots to dry 
out, especially with one-year-old trees, whose roots are fibrous and very 
tender. They may be kept in a barrel of water or covered with moist earth 
until finally se t out. 

Before se ttin g out, prune away the remaining parts of the original 
layered shoots as much as pos sible. On two-year-old trees remove the old 
layered shoot and smooth off the broken ends of the main roots. 

In planting the free avoid deep planting, yet set the tree so that the 
roots will be in moist earth during the dry season. Late-planted tre es will 
have to be set dee per than earlier-planted trees owing to the fact that the 
root sys tem will not be so completely develop ed by the time of the dry 
season . Sift fine earth aro und the root s and pack with the hand to avoid 
open air spaces, which allow the roots to dry out . After this, place two or 
three inches of earth on the roots and tramp down firmly. No damage wi ll 
come from trampin g if sufficient earth is plac ed on the roots before pack
ing firmly. Above this place lo os e ea rth that will form a mulch to prevent 
evaporation fr om the firmly packed soil beneath. 

PRUNING 

Pruning young trees. Before setting, the broken end of roots sho uld 
be pruned to give smooth wounds that will heal readi ly. The roots are 
usuall y cut back to 6 to 8 inches in length. If layered trees, the old layered 
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wood should be removed as much as possible to decrease the surface that 
will sucker. 

After the tree is set, the top should be headed back to balance the 
root sys t em. In transplanting, the roots have been lost to a great extent 
and thus the water-absorbing capacity of the plant has been materially 
reduced. Leaving the top the original size will mean that the root system 
will be unable to provide the proper amount of moisture. Usually a height · 
of eighteen to thirty inches will be found satisfactory. The higher headed 
trees are not unde sirab le since picking is from the ground, and up to the 
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Fig 7. Laying out the orchard by the hexagonal method. 

present time no spraying has been necessary. Filberts generally have a 
tendency to spread out with often a drooping habit so that a greater height 
of the head aids in keeping the limbs away from the g round . 

Develop a modified central leader in the tree so far as practicable, 
spacing the scaffo ld limb s five to seven inches apart and distributing them 
well aro und the trunk. In most cases pruning the second and following 
years will consist in thinning out the extra branches and possibly heading 
back the latera ls if they tend to take the lead away from the central 
le ader. Since a sufficient number of secondary branches will develop, it is 
not necessary to head back the scaffold limbs. Secondary laterals will have 
to be thinned out rather than forced to grow. Most of the trees in this state 
have been grow n with little or no pruning and have made well-shaped 
trees, but they are usually .entirely too thick. This condition could have 
been avoided by a consistent thinning-out program from the beginning. 
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Pruning bearing trees. Little is definitely known as to the best meth
ods of pruning to follow for bearing trees. In England and other European 
countries the pruning is very severe, tending to be almost an annual re
newing of the wood except for the scaffold limbs. 

In this country observation has shown that bearing is sufficiently 
heavy if the trees are pruned like other fruit trees. It is well known ·that 

· fruiting wood will not develop in the shade. To avoid this dense shade, 
prevalent in so many filbert trees, thinning out is advisable in practically 
all cases. 

Filberts are borne iaterally and terminally on one-year-old wood. On 
trees with thick foliage this bearing wood is developed only on the outer 
side of the tree. Experience with the bearing orchards now to be found in 
the state has shown that heavy yields can be obtained by a light pruning 
consisting of a thinning out. Until definite proof can be brought out to 
warrant any change, this system seems the most advisable. 

After the tree s reach the age of twelve to fifteen years they frequently 
show a tendency to slow down in production and wood growth. Heading 
back will force a heavy new growth that may stimulate bearing for a time. 
The better practice would be to arrange a good fertilization program and 
combine this with a vigorous thinning out in pruning. With those plant
ings that were planted too close, according to the recommendations in the 
earlier days, taking out part of the trees will be of advantage. Pruning 
cannot supply plant food and _moisture lacking in the soil, but should be 
used with the aim of preserving vigorous fruiting wood throughout the 
whole of the tree. 

CULTIVATION 

Cultivation should be kept up as with any other fruit. The size of the 
nut is partly dependent upon having the optimum amount of moisture 
present in the soil throughout the whole season. Regardless of the fact 
that the fruit has a hard shell, the size of the fruit is dependent upon 
moisture to a certain extent as with any oth ·er fruit. The moisture in 
unirrigated sections of Western Oregon can only be maintained by thor
ough, consistent cultivation throughout the spring and summer. 

Cultivation should commence early in the spring by the plowing of 
the soil. Follow this with some method of pulverizing, such as disking, 
harrowin g, etc., as the needs of the soil indicate . After a dust mulch has 
been established it needs to be stirred at intervals of ten days to two weeks 
by some form of harrow to maintain the mulch and so prevent the evapora
tion of the moisture in the soil. Early cultivation consistently followed 
throughout the spring is esse ntial in the conservation of moisture. Culti• 
vation w ill not bring up the moisture from any great depth in the soil; 
after the top moisture has once escaped it will be impossible to bring it 
back with any type of cultivation. 

Suckering. To insure the growth of vigorous trees, and the production 
of good crops of nuts, suckers should be removed as rapidly as they show. 
This should be followed up from the start. Remove the earth for a few 
inches and pull or twist the suckers off at the point of origin. The use of a 
knife is just as satisfactory, but in either case the suckers must be com-
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pletely removed since eac h st ub that is left has a great tendency to sta rt a 
number of suckers (Fig. 8). 

If th e suckers are all owe d to g row for a year, greater care and much 
· more work will be necessa ry to stop th eir growth. If they are persistently 
removed, th e tree will soo n lose the h ab it of suckering and little trouble 
wi ll follow. 

ff 

Fig . 8. A clump of suckers growing from a stub where a sucker was 
incompletely removed in the early life of the tree. 

HARVESTING AND DRYING 

In this country filberts are picked from the ground after fully mat urin g 
and dropping to the gro und. Those that do not free themselves from the 
husks must be husked out by hand. The nuts are picked at intervals, though 
the she lls will show littl e discoloration if lef t to lie on the ground for some 
time. Even with th e hard sh ell of the filbert the entrance of fungi is not 
prevented, as nuts with apparent ly so und she lls may show kernels affected 
by mold . Nuts allowed to lie on the ground for any lengt h of time, especial
ly in rainy weather, will gra dually dark en, lo sin g the bright, clear color. 

After picking up, th e nuts need some drying. If nuts are put in heaps 
the k erne ls w ill soon deve lop a stale taste wi th considerable grow th of 
mold. No re gular drying pro gram is followed. Small quantitie s can 
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be put away without any pr eliminary dr y in g, but any la r ge amount should 
be carefully dried befor e s torin g to avoid the developm ent of mold and a 
stale taste . 

Where artificial h eat is t o be u se d it would see m bes t not to use a heat 
hi gher than that -us ed for walnut, which is from 90° to 100° F . Hi gher 
temperature may aff ect th e oil in th e kernel as it _does with the walnut. 

Nuts stored in a dry ro om will soon b ecom e very hard and dry, losing 
much of the flavor . Thi s flavor ca n be brou ght back if th e nut s are sub 
mitted to a humid atmo sph ere, as brou ght out in Ore gon Exp eriment Sta
tion Bull etin 202. A s filb ert s lo se weight so readil y and take it on so 
easily, a standard of moi stur e co nt ent should be es tabli sh ed in connection 
with grad es and rul es fo r th e gradin g of th e filb ert. 

MARKETING 

The increa sin g crops of filb ert s of the pa st few year s hav e forced the 
developm ent of grad es for m a rk etin g filbert s. Th ese g rad es ar e undoubted
ly subject to chan ge in th e futur e, as experience m ay dictat e, but th ey will 
b e here giv en bri efly as an indication of th e dem and as outlin ed by the 
ne eds of "the trad e. 

Th ere are tw o ge neral classes of filb ert s: th e lon g and th e ro und type. 
Each of the se is div ided into t wo classes, with the cull as a third class . At 
first it wa s not ex pec ted th at th e cull s o r the small nuts w ould be sold, but 
ther e is a definit e demand for th ese small nut s so that it is po ss ibl e to sell 

· them alon g with the lar' ge r types . 
The round nut s such as Ba rce lona have as th e specifica tion s for the 

first grade tho se filb ert s pass in g ov er op enin gs in a grad er 24/ 32 inch in 
diameter or in width . Th e se cond grade includ es tho se round filberts pass
ing through openin gs in a g rad er 24/ 32 inch in diamet er or in w idth, but 
pass in g over op enin gs in a grad er 20/ 32 in ch in diam eter or in width. 

The first g rade in lon g nut s li_ke th e Du Chilly includ es thos e long nuts 
passin g over op enin gs in a grad er 22/ 32 in ch in diam ete1· or in width . The 
se cond grade includ es th ose lon g nut s pass in g thr ough op enin gs of a 
grad er 22/ 32 inch in diam eter or in w idth, and pass in g ove r op enin gs 18/ 32 
inch in w idth or in di ame ter . Th ose below th at size and specification are 
known as th e third grade, or cull s. 

The fore goin g classes , esp ec ia lly of th e fir st and se cond grade, 
consi s t of un shell ed filb ert s whi ch ar e clea n, dr y, brig ht, uniform in color 
and shape, sound and fr ee from for eign mat eri al, w ell cur ed with plump 
kernel s that are fr ee from dama ge cau se d by in sec t s, mild ew, or oth er 
mean s, and not rancid or badl y di scolor ed . Th e cr ac kin g tes t of th e nut 
shall show at lea st 90 perc ent plump kern els . 

BE ARIN G AGE 

A few nut s may undoubt edly be found th e fir st or second year s. The 
average plantin g, how ev er, can n ot be ex pect ed to return a p ro fit on cul
tural operation s befor e th e fifth or s ix th year s a t th e ea rli est. 

Wh en filb ert s rea ch th e ma x imum produ ction per ac re is not kn own, 
but th ere are indic a tion s th a t th e tr ee will in crease in produ ction for from 
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ten to twenty years after coming into bearing. Individual trees planted at 
some distance from adjoining trees will increase the production after that 
time, but the spacing in most orchards will undoubtedly cause the orchard 
to reach maximum production at fifteen to twenty-five years of age. 

In some years and in a few orchards the yields may run up to 3,000 or 
more pounds per acre, but over a period of years and over a large acreage 
it would seem to be safer to figure on 1,000 pounds per acre as an annual 
average. 

INSECTS AND DISEASES OF FILBERTS 

Neither insects nor diseases are very serious on filberts, so no regular 
control program has been worked out. 

Of the diseases, the bacterial filbert blight is the worst. It is notice
able on young trees by the cankers which frequently girdle the trunk. After 
the trunk is an inch or so· in diameter it is seldom that a canker becomes 
large enough to girdle the trunk. From that age on, therefore, the disease 
is of little importance in filbert plantings. It also appears as a blackening 
and wilting of the young shoots and leaves. The disease is more prevalent 
during the early part of the summer, or in the spring, and especially i_n 
those plants that have been allowed to grow up into a thick, bushy tree or 
plant. 

Control consists in cutting out the infected parts and disinfecting both 
wound and tools with the following solution: 

Cyanide of mercury --···---··----------------··--··-·-1 part by weight 
Bichloride of mercury -···-··----··--·-··--······-·---1 part by weight 
Water -··-·--··-··--···-··-·-----·------------··----····-·-·500 parts by weight 

Do not pi1,t into a metal container. 

The bacteria are spread by wind, rain, and insects . The canker is cut 
away to prevent the spread of the disease_ After the trees are three to five 
years old the blight will not do any material damage. 

Of the insects, the bud mite, Eriophyes avellanae, is most prevalent and 
noticeable. This insect attacks the buds, which increase to abnormal size 
and never open normally. The buds have a reddish color that shows as 
the bud enlarges and partly unfolds. The mite can be controlled by spray
ing with lime-sulfur 1 to 12 after the pistils dry up hilt before the buds 
begin to open. 

Aphids are very numerous during some seasons. Their worst damage 
seems to be in spreading the blight among the young trees. This is so 
noticeable at times that a spray of nicotine sulfate 1 to 1,000 should be used 
to control the aphids. Since they feed on the under side of the leaves, care 
in spraying is necessary in order to reach them . 






